Region: Mont Jean Bedrooms: 4 Sleeps: 8 Bathrooms: 4
Spectacular views, sublime privacy and easy access to the ocean are the
hallmarks of Villa Arrow Marine, one of the true jewels of St. Barth. The
elegant, understated design adds to the air of ease, making the rental
property an excellent choice for family travel with teenage children
when you want to escape from the world. Villa Arrow Marine is a
tranquil haven, outfitted in crisp, cool white linens and woodwork, with
nothing to distract you from the wide-angle views of the sparkling blue
Caribbean just below. Little wonder this home has been featured in
several design magazines.
Plenty spacious on its own, Villa Arrow Marine can also be rented with
the smaller but equally stylish vacation home next door, Villa Alphane,
giving larger groups the option of an additional bedroom. Both are in the
private, secure gated community of Mont Jean, adding to the seclusion
factor and peace of mind.
Villa Arrow Marine stretches out along the seaside, allowing almost
every room to share the stunning Marigot Bay views and cooling tropical
breezes - even the kitchen has a wall of windows and sea views when
you stand at the sink. In the center is a spacious living area, with a cluster
of white couches and chairs around a square coffee table and minimal
decoration aside from built-in bookshelves and a gleaming white grand
piano. A bar area here provides another gathering place This living area
opens up seamlessly to the wide, partially covered, multilevel terrace. A
semicircular swimming pool is privately situated beside a rock garden.
Inside, there are two bedrooms off each side of the main living area.
Some have small indoor sitting areas, and they all have bay views from
their prettily tiled showers. Two of them are connected by a corridor, but
all feel private and comfortable.
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